
T recall that I had an almost pa:halo:lea! Izar of 

Au:C.:city. which even now, In retroapcet, 	diet-et:It to ex• 

.ty only experience with press rr.edil, Was in the 

Soviet Union. where the press is the 	voice of the 

government and the Communist parts'. As r.alve as it may 

sound, I could not be convinced that American press corn-

trien-s on /11),  defection did not reflect ofiicial U. S. govern-

merit reaction to my defection. But with the passaze o: the 

las; 10 years I have come to a better ur.derstar..tin; of 

Western democracy end to appreciate the true mear.ing 

of the expression "free press." I think it safe to say that 

Use life blood of Western newspapers is current news. The 

defection of a Soviet citizen, and particularly of a_ Soviet 

intelligence ofilcer. is "hot news." and as won as It happens, 

there Is pressure to get something about it into print. 

But unfortunately the time of the greatest pressure. or 

dealre, If you will, on the part of news media for ir.forinatioa 

about a defector and his defection, coincides exactly with 

the time of the greatest resistance to the release o: any 

news on the part of the defector himself and on the part 

of the defector's Western friends who are harto.eng 

Lacking factual Information, and under pressure 	pro- 

' duce copy, our enterprising reporters will often told what-

ever sat tepy facts they can unearth, and. embellish :Itette 

induLeen; in fanciful, unreallstic grid ear-netlee's setunily 

harmful spetulatum regarding the motivation and value of 

- such defectors. 

' 	Certainly Nosenko's immediate valee to the A:eerie-in 

'counter-intelligence services sail be great. However, ma 

long-range value to the West is infinitely greater and 

longer-lasting. Essentially Nosenko as a Soviet itteillger.ce 

officer personifies the elite of the Soviet Union. As an Le-

tellieence officer he was firse a political realist •eho.' due to 

his privileged access to information and rtght, to travel 

abroad, best understood car.ditions as they really ta.re Ln 

the Soviet Union without the glass put on them by the 

Soviet propaganda machine. 

As a member of the KGB. which Is the prince,, Instre- . 

meat for implementing Khrushchev's "pea.celtzl coenistenec" 

po;Lcyeltileacl. he hesteir.deratoodthe inherent hypocesy  of 

rortfnued 

The recent defection of Soviet Intelligence officer Yuri 

I. Nosenko has again focused the attention of the world on 

the subject of detectors from communism. As a former Soviet 

' intelligence officer, now a United States citizen, and a rest-

der.t of the United States for the last ten years. I naturally 

have more than a passing interest in such events. I 

vicariously relive each new defection as each one takes mc 

back to the time. almost exactly 10 years ago, when I made 

my own Arial, irrevocable decision to reject communism, 

the Soviet system and the Soviet way of life. I remember, 

so well that feeling of deep loneliness which accompanied 

the decision to leave all that I knew and embrace the un-' 

known. It was some comfort that the unknown West had-

at least been explored by me somewhat during my stay in; 

Vienna. I knew that it might hold hardship for me in the 

future, but It could bold no horrors comparable to those, 

I was leaving. 

Yet I was leaving much that was good and much 

which I loved. This knowledge only made me more bitterly 

hate the inhuman regime which had made It impeaaible 

for me to retain both my heritage And my self-respect. 

I thank that ?osenko must be experiencing similar 

feelings. Even now I vividly remember, in the weeks fol-

lowing my own defection, how I was alternately depressed 

and elated; now filled with a tremendous drive to unburden 

myself. to clear-se myself of the filth which bad forced me 

to break away, now lethargic, disinterested, overcome by 

"weltschrriera" 

The most difficult transition of all was to realize the 

freedom with which Americans criticize themselves and 

their thstituuons. In the controlled state society of the 

Soviet Union. criticism Is either an undercurrent, dangerous 

to express, or It Is used as a device of the regune--either 

official self-criticism designed to relieve tension In a sen-

sitive area or the sort of provocation intended to ferret out 

-troublesome" people. Suspicion within the highest levels 

of the Soviet state is Intense, and half your waking hours 

are spent speculating on the real motives behind relatively 

simple acts: you begin to worry about the inflection of 

es.suai greetings. So it was deeply unsettlina, to me, at first, 

to hear the normal comments of Americans about every-

thing from the Presidency to the -price of egas. At hest. 

trying to fit American outspokenness-trao the norms of 

Soviet society, I brooded about "provocaticeu" or "counter- • 

,propaganda," It took me almost a year to realize the di:- 

ierer.ces between a society where free speech is taken for 

granted-  and the 'tame society which I had left. I would 

venture to say that the experience of • free speech rodeo,' 

is the most diricult adjustment any Soviet defector must , 

make. (9 <CC  
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Soviet foreign policy. As he was a Cornmunlst party tr.era-

bcr. he experienced the moral and spiritual bariltrittsioY of 

the Tulin; poittical party In the Soviet Union. As a member 

of the KGB. charged with maintaining the iron-fisted sub-

jugation of his own people, he was not deceived by -Potem-

kin Villages" and other fancy showplaces erected to deceive 

and delude the foreign tourists. who make the "borscht 

circuit." tour through the USSR. 

Nosenko probably was daily confronted with and re-

volted by the Soviet government's need to suppress the im-

patience and frustraUon of its own people. ranklir.g under 

46 years of broken promises. lie doubtless often wondered 

bow long lOh--ustichev could distract the attention of his 

citizens from these brokerrpromises with saber-rattling and 

denunciations of alleged capitalist encirclement of the. 

TJSSR_ But finally Nosenko and a growing segment of Soviet 

society came to realize the simple fact that the Soviet sys-

tem simply does not work. It cannot, even. feed its own 

Citizens: 
Thus. In welcoming Yuri I. Nosenko to our shores, let us' 

think of him as a window in the false front, a hole in the 

facade, which will permit U3 L view of the reality behind -

the wall of Soviet propaganda. The reality which he. as a. 

member of the Soviet elite, can reveal to us, Is never seen 

and seldom appreciated by Westerners. 

THE RED APPARATUS . 
• 

Brazil. Stfi-a nov , in I/rust:ay. Nikol-ty .t.:ekser,o In A:-  .. 

tins, and Alessander Aleo.s.vev in Coca. ro cent Ncoe.oto 

will know others. 

I BM convinced that a-e should n•et eirt• 	 fe- 

fection as a spectacular or uniciut 	of the Luta 

but rather as a viable symptom of a more beep-seat •.l. snot 

serious disease which is epidemte within the. Scoil. LX•ty 

politic. For Nosenko's defection Ls certainly not In izalatnit 

case. Only recently we learned of the case of C3:. Olt; 

F-enkovsky, who was executed for wo,•king for Westaim In-

telligence services inside the Soviet, Union for over afzee 

years. Who was Col. Penkovsky? 

TOP STRATA OF SOCIETY 

First. he was a :tinier.-  uStrrizt military 

officer. To any present or formtr 	citirons, this simple 

statement of fact conveys a world of tr.:pm:a:ion uncut 

status in Soviet society of Col. Penkotiky. It places lint un-

mistakably among the chosen few net: the top of the pyra-

mid. Second, he was the sort-In-law of a prorair.ent .svlet 

general. who had been a member of th--; Mosztoo• 2,1:i 'Oa rY 

Council durL-ig World War 31 and who was a 	 of 

the Supreme Soviet of the USSR_ Thus. his rr.nrrirge polled 

him higher up the pyramid, into can' act trith ;ht. 

ruling class of the Soviet Union. :Finally, he was tim close 

farntly friend and protege of the Soviet marshal in charge 

of tactical rockets for the entire Soviet army. Thus, ay . 

virtue of his profession, his marriage, arid his friendships. 

he was cortf_rmed and reconfirmed as a member of the 

privileged doe which occupies the top strata of Soviet 

society. 

Yuri Nosenko, too. unquestionably belonged to the 

highest levels, the -creme de is creme," cf Soviet soci:tY. 

He was a respected member of the sacrosnr.ct putoova 

organ—the KGB--whicii even pclices the Soviet 1-,11t9g 

Class. 
Now, ironically. the Soviet system. which for years has 

labored to obliterate 	 consc:ence, retioion and 

morality, is suddenly haunted by the specter of a super 

ruling class revolted by its own excesses. 

Our Krerallnologists might also learn from Nosenko 

that the Soviet phenomenon cannot be intelligently studied 

or understood without a thorough understandir.g of the 

Soviet security and espionage apparatus. For it is this puni-

tive apparatus which makes up an inordinate portion of 

Soviet official bureaucracy and is directly and solely re-

sponstbie for the continued existence of the Communist aY3- 

- 	tern Lo Russia. It is this punitive-espionage and subversive 

•pparatus which is most directly charged will} the imple-

mentation of lOtrushchev's foreign policy abroad. 

In this regard I would be derelict if I did not note that 

in the more than 71 countries outside the Communist bloc. 

where the USSR has official diplomatic representation, more-

than 6S per cent of the alleged -diplomats" are actually 

Soviet intellIcence officers. In addition to these staff in-

. tellizence officers. another 25 per cent of the officially ac-

credited Soviet diplomats are "co-opted." or forced to col-

. laborite to the conduct of espionage or subversion opera-

. Lions_ This leaves a very small percentage of those 

!accredited woo actually are bona-fide diplOmers. 

In fact even I was surprised to learn recently that I can 

recognize and identify at least 20 Soviet ambassadors now 

serving outside the USSR as former colleagues who, when I 

knew them_ were experienced staff officers of the Soviet in-

telligence service. Five such- ambassadors now acne in 

Latin America-The:K.1.re  Itianarciv  in Mexico, Foroin in 

It-  Is vital to our national security and pass:Lily even to 
/ 

our national survival that we leave the welcome mat out for 

future defectors. There should never be any question as tp 

their motivet or value to the Free Worid_ 

I expect that Nosenko's transition v.-1M not always go 

smoothly nor will it be complete—as no tzar-sit:on can be. 

While adjusting to this new and unbetievably free society. 

Nosertito can be comforted by the fact that he Ls net glare_ 

There have been over 130 defectors from the US.SV. In re-

cent years. I personally know many other defectars from 

the Soviet security services who, like me, have made the 

transition and are living happy and productive lives  as 

Americanclttzehs., 	
. 
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• PETER DERTABLV; defector, speaking. The 
'author of this exclusive article was a major in Vienna. 
for Soviet State Security (KGB) when he defected to; 

The West .  in February of 1954. Now, 10 years later,' 
Deriabin writes about the changes that have taken place' 
:in his life, about the things he left behind and the things. 
;that took their place. He lives somewhere in the United 
States, is a writer and scholar of political science, and 
:has attended 4merican universities. The picture at .  
fright shows him in profile, his face hidden in'shadows; 
:Of course, it is still a shadowy life lie leads, but the 
;editor who discussed this article with him described 

Deriabin as "very -well adjusted." Oddly, Deriabin ,  

held almost the same job in Vienna that Yuri Nosenko, 

-:the recently defected *Soviet officer, held in Geneva. 
'Both were in charge of surveillance for large Soviet 
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